
XDAO Registers Massive Influx of Capital,
Readies for Mass Token Issuance

XDAO

XDAO, the ultra-secure ultra-simple DAO

utility provider, announces explosive AUM

growth as clients embrace the xDAO

offering.

SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, February 8,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- XDAO, the

bespoke provider of ultra-secure ultra-

simple DAO utility for business clients,

has registered a jump by the factor of 380 in assets under management (AUM) deployed on its

platform, an explosive growth as organizations large and small embrace the DAO concept and

take advantage of XDAO’s secure, simple to use offering.

We are thrilled that XDAO

framework is rapidly gaining

financial recognition, where

customers are backing with

their dollars the very core

values of XDAO that made it

a darling of early investors.”

Vladislav Shavlidze, XDAO CEO

and founder

Open for business in November 2021, XDAO’s framework

platform offers point and click functionality for DAO

creation, taking all of the complexity and routine decision-

making out of the process of establishing a DAO for an

organization. DAO platforms are catching major traction

with business clients, as hedge funds, charity

organizations, gaming guilds, real estate developers and

money managers lead the way into using decentralized,

transparent money management platforms that offer an

option for making collective decisions and taking joint

financial responsibility.

While XDAO’s solution is designed to be appealing to premium products-oriented non-techies,

being to DAO what iPhone vs. Android is to smartphones, it is one of the most secure DAO

platforms on the market, having excelled in multiple hacking and stress tests. XDAO passed two

security audits and is trusted by some of the largest names in the blockchain industry, such as

Binance Smart Chain, Polygon, NEAR Foundation, Optimism and HECO Chain. Interest in XDAO

comes as some of the largest names in the industry, companies like Andreessen Horowitz and

Messari, are noting that 2022 is the “year of the DAO,” as the technology goes into the mass

adoption stage, with DAO infrastructure driving Web3 product and DeFi adoption. 

http://www.einpresswire.com


“We are thrilled that XDAO framework is rapidly gaining financial recognition, where customers

are backing with their dollars the very core values of XDAO that made it a darling of engineers,

analysts and early investors,” said Vladislav Shavlidze, XDAO CEO and founder.

At the moment, XDAO has almost $39 million under management, up 38,000% from $100,000 in

November 2021. These funds have been entrusted to the framework by 510 DAOs, which run on

12 different blockchains. The number of blockchains under XDAO framework is growing daily.

XDAO started accepting funds only in November, but already is on par with two of its closest

competitors, and one order of magnitude under two of the market leaders. These comparisons,

made exclusively based on AUM values, are important, since XDAO plans to start monetizing its

customer base only after it captures a meaningful market share of the global XDAO market,

which currently stands at $15.3 billion.

Up until that moment all XDAO products and services are absolutely, 100 percent free for its

customers. In the future, the basic set of features will remain free, while monetization will focus

on charging clients for premium services. This is when token issuance will become important, as

XDAO tokens will be needed to purchase these services. At the moment token generation event

has not been announced, tokenomics not unveiled, and first token transactions are being

handled in the private placement mode with investors on invitation-only basis.

“XDAO has been self-funding up to this moment and attracting very limited amounts of critical

funding from strategic investors,” said Shavlidze. 

About XDAO

Based in Singapore, XDAO is a DAO framework company, offering effective and convenient tools

for companies to deploy DeFi services. With XDAO products, business customers could create a

DAO, deposit crypto assets, manage them by voting and directly interact with DeFi protocols. All

XDAO products are developed with the same philosophy in mind: they are modular, based on

gasless off-chain voting, and use XDAO Connect Bridge to interact with DeFi protocols. XDAO

makes money by selling premium services to their clients via XDAO tokens. For more details

please visit: http://XDAO.app
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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